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On the 18th of May 2021, between 10:30 a.m. to 11:15 a.m., a webinar was held on, 

“Awareness and opportunities in Cyber Security”. The departments of Humanities and 

Science and the Department of Computer Science Engineering hosted this webinar in 

collaboration and a total of around 78 students attended the webinar. The resource person 

was Dr. Pattathil Dhanya Menon the director of Avanzo cyber security solutions Pvt.Ltd, who 

was introduced by Dr Jennifer G Joseph, Professor and Head of Humanities and Sciences & 

convener of the series and also by Dr. S. Rajaprakash, Professor and Head, department of CSE. 

She spoke on the importance of data protection and the differences between legal hacking 

and illegitimate hacking. She spoke on every aspect in which data is breached and taken in 

non-ethical ways and how to control it and completely prevent it. She explained everything 

in a way in which students could easily relate to and every student was benefitted from her 

lively session. She addressed many issues that students struggle with and also had a question 

and answer session during the last ten minutes during which a few students asked her a few 

questions which she was happy to answer in a way in which the students could relate to.  The 

bottom-line of her speech was “There’s a way to do everything ethically and do it in the ethical 

way” The students thanked her for her wonderful session and expressed their gratitude to 

the speaker. She also volunteered to come back for another session if one was arranged by 

the authorities. Finally Dr. Jennifer G Joseph and Dr.S. Rajaprakash  thanked the chief guest 

for her valuable time and guidance to the students. Dr. Jennifer G Joseph in her vote of Thanks 

also placed on record her gratitude to the principal. Dr. K.L. Shunmuganathan for being 

instrumental in arranging this Career Opportunities Series. 



 

 


